
calcareous oozes. Concurrent studies of diatom assem-
blages in the same suite of cores are also being under-
taken (Abbott, 1971).

These investigations are being supported by the Na-
tional Science Foundation under Grant GV-28803 to
Dr. John Conolly, University of South Carolina.
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Ostracoda in southern Chile
and in the southern Indian Ocean

ROGER L. KAESLER

Department of Geology and
Museum of Invertebrate Paleontology

The University of Kansas

On Eltanin Cruise 47, Jesse E. Merida, representing
our program, collected a total of 44 samples from the
69 stations occupied. The samples were collected
to establish control for studies of depth zonation of
benthic Ostracoda in the southern Indian Ocean and
to aid in the investigation of the hypothesis that the
Kerguelen- Gaussberg Ridge system has acted as a bar-
rier to migration of psychrospheric Ostracoda. It is
also intended that these samples will supplement sam-
ples collected by H. Meade Cadot on Eltanin Cruise
39 that are being used for study of depth zonation and
the development of ornamentation of abyssal Ostra-
coda.

Three studies of species from the Strait of Magellan
and environs are nearing completion. A factor analyti-

cal study of morphology of the Krithe producta spe-
cies complex has indicated two distinct clusters—one
inhabiting water less than about 150 m deep and
one restricted to deeper water. A discriminant func-
tion analysis will be computed that will hopefully per-
mit very good discrimination between the two popula-
tions on the basis of carapace morphology alone.

A second paper on the Krithe producta complex is
being prepared for the Antarctic Research Series vol-
ume, Antarctic Ostracoda. The purpose of this paper
is to show the amount of intrapopulational variation
that exists in this species and to test the hypothesis
that locations of the normal pore canals on the cara-
pace are conservative morphological features.

The species Bradleya normani has at least two dis-
tinct morphs in the Chilean waters. Working drawings
of the two morphs are shown in the figure. Study of
the ontogenetic development of these is under way to
determine at which instars they begin to diverge, as-
suming that the earliest instars will be more similar to
each other than the late ones. The systematics of the
genus Bradleya from the deep sea is currently un-
dergoing revision by Richard H. Benson. Detailed
knowledge of ontogenetic changes and allometry will
contribute to our understanding of this important
genus and its variability in the southern oceans.

Finally, a study of the genus Xestoleberis from
south of 30°S. has just been started. Xestoleberis is
normally a shallow-water genus, and our efforts in
this research were thwarted because, during Cruise 47,
Eltanin was unable to sample in less than 100 m of
water at Kerguelen and Heard Islands. The first stage
of the study is to be a brief paper summarizing the
known occurrence of species of Xestoleberis in the
area under consideration. It will be followed first by a
morphological study of species from the Strait of Ma-
gellan and then by a detailed study of species from
Isla de los Estados.

Paleomagnetism and geochemistry
of igneous rocks from

Crozet, Kerguelen, and Amsterdam Is.
N. D. WATKINS

Working drawings of two morphs of Braclleya normani. Scales
indicate 0.01 mm.

Graduate School of Oceanography
University of Rhode Island

Laboratory examination is continuing of rocks col-
lected in the summers of 1968-1969 and 1969-1970 in
conjunction with Mr. C. E. Abranson and Mr. A. Ha-
jash. The following results can be reported.

Paleomagnetism. Mean pole positions for the
Brunhes Epoch (t0 to 0.69 million years) derived
from lavas of East and Possession Islands (in the
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rozet archipelago) and from Amsterdam Island have
been profitably incorporated into analyses of the na-
ture of the geomagnetic dipole, and the secular varia-
ion of the geomagnetic field, for the period involved.

Watkins et al. (in press a) show that a model pro-
posed for the Upper Tertiary geomagnetic field (Wil-
son, 1970), in which the main dipole is envisaged as

eing offset along the spin axis from the geocentric
osition, does not hold for the Brunhes Epoch. The
ffset dipole, if a real phenomenon, must be a pre-
runhes Epoch feature.
The latitude dependence of the angular dispersion

Of the present geomagnetic field directions is best un-
derstood to owe generally to a centered, relatively
table dipole and a more rapidly moving nondipole

component of variable magnitude and direction. Doell

ilependencc
nd Cox (1971) have shown that the present latitude

 of the secular variation holds for the
pacific during the Brunhes, except for the region
round Hawaii, where the presently atypical very low

nondipole activity was maintained during the Brunhes
Epoch. It is suspected that this may be due to an
ffect in the central Pacific mantle, which shields out

nondipole activity at the surface. Results from Crozet
and Amsterdam Islands are critically valuable in facili-
tating extension of examination of the Brunhes field to
the Indian Ocean. Watkins et al. (in press b) show
that the Brunhes Epoch secular variation in the
southern Indian Ocean is strongly latitude dependent.

Paleomagnetic data from Kerguelen Island will be
analyzed after potassium-argon age measurements are
completed.

Geochemistry. The results of analyses of basalt spec-
iinens from East and Possession Islands have been

ublished (Gunn et al., 1970; in press a). The lavas
form a flat-lying sequence of oceanites, ankaram -
i es, olivine basalts, and feldsparphyric basalts. The
fractionation trends are unique with respect to the
C nstant aluminum-titanium and potassium-strontium
ratios, and all can be reproduced by subtraction of
c romite, olivine, and low-titanium clinopyroxene
from an alkali basalt parent.

Analyses of samples from Amsterdam Island (Gunn
e al., in press b) reveal mainly lavas with tholeiitic
a Ffinities, ranging from olivine tholeiites to plagioclase
b 3.salts. Some high alumina lavas are similar to by-
t wnite cumulates dredged from the Mid-Indian
Ridge, and some low alumina lavas resemble the thol-
e ites of Hawaii. The island appears to be in an early
stage of evolution from deep oceanic basalt to an alka-
li e volcano.

Analyses of Kerguelen basalts and plutonic syenites,
4iartz syenites, and monzonites are continuing. Prelim-
irary isotope age analyses on a tholeiitic basalt suite
filom Foch Island (northern Kerguelens) by Dr. A.
Bàksi (Queens University, Kingston, Ontario,

Canada) yielded an Upper Oligocene to Lower Mio-
cene age. Isotopic analyses of the Rallier du Baty plu-
ton (southeastern Kerguelens) yielded preliminary
age estimates of approximately 9 m.y. (from commer-
cial potassium-argon sources) and 12 to 15 m.y. by the
rubidium-strontium isotope method.

These studies are being made in cooperation with
Dr. Jacques Nougier (University of Paris) and Mr. C.
E. Abranson and Dr. B. M. Gunn (University of
Montreal). They are made possible by the generosity
of Administrator Pierre Rolland of the Territoire des
Terres Australes et Antarctiques Françaises, who pro-
vided transport aboard the vessel Galliéni, helicopter
transport, and all other logistic support.
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Paleomagnetic investigations of the
Queen Alexandra Range, Antarctica

J . H. OSTRANDER

Department of Geology
Case Western Reserve University

Recent paleomagnetic data from the central Trans-
antarctic Mountains lend support to the critical role
Antarctica must play in the current hypotheses con-
cerning the fragmentation of Gondwanaland. Paleo-
magnetic study of Jurassic rocks from the Queen Al-
exandra Range suggests that Antarctica was 30 de-
grees of latitude north of its present location.

During the 1969-1970 antarctic field season, sam-
pling in the Queen Alexandra Range was carried out
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